Now!
Drive your Toyota Petrol Vehicles with extended peace of mind

Improved operating environmental conditions in Oman, better driving conditions and usage of superior grade of oil help change the service pattern of your Toyota!

NEW
SERVICE INTERVAL*
Every 10,000 Kms

*Service interval of 10,000 Kms/1 Year is recommended for petrol vehicles used under normal operating conditions. For Toyota vehicles operating at special operating conditions, service interval is 5000 kms/6 months is recommended. Special Operating Conditions: Operating on dusty roads, Towing of a trailer, using a camper or car top carrier, repeated short trips less than 8 kms, extensive idling and/or low speed driving for long distance such as taxi’s, door to door calls, etc.
Your vehicle can be said to be running under SPECIAL OPERATING CONDITIONS* if you drive in any of the following:

* SPECIAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

- Operating on dusty roads
- Towing of a trailer, using a camper or car top carrier
- Repeated short trips less than 8 kms
- Extensive Idling and / or low speed driving for long distance such as taxi’s, door to door calls, etc

For service intervals of Toyota 86, please contact nearest Toyota Service Reception for details.
Note: For the service interval of specific model Toyota 86 please contact nearest Toyota Service reception for details.